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Abstract 
In this article we generalize several results of Dias da Silva and Fonseca on indices 
and nonzero decomposable elements of a symmetry class of tensors to more general 
case. 0 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
Let 5’,, be the symmetric group of degree nz and G a subgroup of S,,. Denote 
by CG the group algebra of G over the complex number field C. The underlying 
set of CG is Chosen to be the sel of all functions G + @. If necessary. we may 
extend ,f t CG to S,,, by defining f‘( 0) = 0 for each CT t S,, - G. 
Let C’ be an n-dimensional unitary space and cVV the mth tensor power of 
V. For (r E S,,, there is a unique linear Operator P(o) : :i”‘V - $Y’V satisfying 
P(F’) x = x,. 
where .Y. = XI 8 ..43xx,, .xi =x,~I, X ... XX,(,~, E X”‘V. For ,f’ E CG, let 
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Its range Tf(@“V) is called a symmetry class of tensors and denoted by V,(G). 
The tensors of the form Z$P are called decomposable elements of v/ (G). 
A finite nonincreasing sequence of nonnegative integers is said to be a par- 
tition of m if its sum is m. A partition of m is identified with an m-tuple of in- 
tegers by adding or suppressing zero coordinates. If a = (ai, . , a,) is a 
partition of m, the m-tuple a’ = (u’, , . , UL), defined by ui = i{j: aj > i} 1, is 
also a partition of m, which is called the conjugate partition of u [l]. 
Let u = (u,, . , u,) and b = (b,, . , b,) be partitions of m. We say that u 
majorizes b and write u ? b, if 
~Ui~~bi, j= l,...,m. 
i=l i=l 
It is known [l] that u 5 b if and only if b’ 2 u’. 
Denote by I(G) the set of irreducible UZ-characters of G. There is a one to 
one correspondence between I(&) and the partitions of m. For E. E Z(&), 
the partition associated with i by this correspondence is called the associated 
partition of A. and denoted by A = (Ai,. . . , &). 
A family of vectors of V is k-independent if it is the Union of k linearly in- 
dependent subfamilies. The k-dimension of the family xI , . . . , x,, denoted by 
dk (x, , . , x,), is the maximum cardinality of the k-independent subfamilies 
of XI,. . ,x,. By convention do(xl , . . ,x,) = 0. It is proved in [2] that if 
Xl>..., x, is a family of nonzero vectors of V, then 
(dl(xl,...,x,)-do(x,,...,x,),...,d,(x,,...,x,)-d,~,(xl,...,x,)) 
is a partition of m, which is called the rank partition of XI, . . , x, and denoted 
by P(XI, ,x,). 
Let 1 6 k < m. The largest integer rk, 0 < rk < m such that for every family 
Xl,..., x, of vectors of V, Tfx” = 0 whenever 
dk(-V,...,An)<rk 
is called the kth index of V, (G) and denoted by Ik( Vf (G)). By convention 
10( F( G)) = - 1. The concept of k-index of V,(G) is first introduced by Dias 
da Silva and Fonseca [3]. In [3-51 they gave a series of remarkable results on 
indices and nonzero decomposable elements of V, (G) for f E Z(G). 
Let 1 E Z(G). It is proved in [3] that if V and W are unitary spaces such that 
dimV 3 m - 1 and dimW 3 m - 1 then, for k E (0,. . . . m}, 
h(h(G)) = h(f’f’i(G)). 
This index is called the k-index of A and denoted by r-i. The m-tuple of integers 
(ri-ri,ri-r] ,..., t-i-r2 m-l ) 
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is a partition of m [3]. Its conjugate partition is called the multilinearity parti- 
tion of iV and denoted by MP(A). In particular, if 3. E Z(&), then MP(A) = n [l]. 
Let Z;.(&) denote the set of irreducible characters x of S, satisfying (k x)(; 
# 0. Then ri is the minimum of {$: ;c E Z;_(&,)} [5]. It follows that MP(A) is 
the least upper bound (with respect to majorization) of Z;.(S,,,) [5]. 
Let xi.. .x, be nonzero vectors of V. Then there exists o E 5’,, such that 
Tj,xU # 0 if and only if there exists 1 E Z;.(Sm) such that p(x,, .s,),) 5 x’ [4]. 
Moreover, the following conditions are equivalent [4]: 
(1) y(x,. ,x,) k MP(A) ’ i and only if there exists (T E S,,, such that f 
T;& # 0; 
(2) there exists x E Zj.(Sm) with associated partition MP(;_). 
The main purpose of this article is to generalize the above mentioned results to 
more general V, (G). The dual indices of V, (G) are also considered. 
2. Indices 
Recall that for ,f> g E CG and a E C. 
Cf’ + g)(o) = f(o) + g(a)1 
(uf)(m) = sf(o), 
where (r E G. It follows that 
Theorem 2.1. Let f, g E CG, k E { 1,. . . m} and a E @ 14th a # 0. Thw 
h(V,+,r(G)) 2 min{h(Vf(G)), h(&(G))l. 
h(K,(G)) = MVf(G)). 
h(V,,,JG)) 3 max{h(vt(G)), G(V,(G))l. 
Proof. The first two formulae are obvious. We now prove the third. Let 
XI..... xm E V. If @XI,. . . ,x,) <Zk(l$(G)), then T,,x = Tf7&‘, = 0. If 
dk(x,,....x,)<Zk(V,(G)), then 
dk(x,(,)r.. %x,im)) = &(.r,>. .x,,) <Zk(VI(G)) 
and so 
T,,,x‘ = T,cg(o-‘)P(O’) .r’ = Cg@‘)T,x;’ = 0. 
ITEG EG 
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Corollary 2.2. Let fl, . . ,fp E CG and k E (1,. . ,m}. Then 
ZIJV~,~...+~,(G)) 3 min{Zk(V”(G)): i = 1,. . . ,p}, 
Ik(Vfi...fp(G)) > max{Zk(Q(G)): i = 1:. . . ,p}. 
Proof. The result tan be verified easily by using induction to p. 0 
Let a -) A(o) = (a:(a)) b e an irreducible C-representation of G which 
affords 2. Then at is the mapping cr + a;(a) from G into C. For 
i, j E { 1,. . . , I.(id)}, define 
and denote y”(G) = Tj(@” V). By the Schur relations, for every CJ E G, 
or equivalently 
A(id) 
-aI,ai, = 6- 6 
IGI 
,.p ,a;J, 
where A, ,LL E Z(G) and i, j, p, q E { 1,. . . , A(id)}. It follows that 
T? T” = 6 rP ‘lJ 6 T.‘. AP W rj’ 
Theorem2.3.Leti.EI(G),i,jE{l,..., n(id)}andkE{l,... :m) 
G(K(G)) = Z&‘(G)). 
Proof. Since 
@; = I;J, T,lq; = Z!, T!q; = Tj, q.;$ = Z$ 
by Theorem 2.1, we have 
Zk(v(G)) 3 Zk(I$‘(G)) a Zk(c’(G)) 3 Zk(Y:(G)) 3 Zk($‘(G)) 
So Zk( Vfj) does not depend on i, j. Using the equalities 
C.T.; = - IG1 Tl_ 
A(id) 
and 
and 
Corollary 2.2, we have 
Zk(E.(G)) 2 min{Z,(q’(G)): i = 1,. ,A(id)) 2 h(K(G)) 
conclude the result. 0 
Then 
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For ,f E CG, let Zf (G) denote the set of irreducible C-characters x of G sat- 
isfying YJ # 0. 
Remark. Let i E Z(G) and extend it to S,,,. Then, for any % E Z(S,,), xi is 
identically zero if and only if (;, x)(, = 0 [6], and so Z’(S,,,) = Z,.(&,). 
Theorem 2.4. Let ,f he u nonxw ehwnt of’@G and kt k E { 1, ~ m}. Thw 
Zk(r’,,(G)) = min{ZL(V,(G)): j, E Z’(G)} 
= min{Zx( Y,(S,,,)): 1 t Z’ CS,,,)}. 
Proof. Since {Q:,: iV E Z(G). i. j = 1,. . i(id)} is a basis of @G, we assume 
where c;, E @. We compute 
Then 4/’ # 0 if and only if there exist i. j t { 1. , i(id)} such that c;, # 0. 
and ,f # 0 if and only if there exists i, E Z(G) such that j:f’ # 0. Using the 
equalities 
rf T, T;; = ~ /GI (_’ Tj 
i,(id) ” “’ 
Corollary 2.2 and Theorem 2.3, we have 
Zk(V1(G)) 3 min{Zk($(G)): i. E Z’(G)} 
= min{Zk( c(G)): A E Z’ (G)} 
3 Zc(vt (G)) 
and prove the first equality. 
The second equality follows if we extend ,f to S,,,. 0 
(*i 
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In particular, if k = 1 in Corollary 2.2, Theorems 2.3 and 2.4, we get 
Theorem l-3 of [7]. 
From Theorem 2.3, we know that k-index of l+(G) does not depend on the 
vector space V provided dim V 3 m - 1. We denote it by 4. 
Theorem 2.5. Let f be a nonzero element of CG. Then the m-tuple of integers 
(i-+$--4 . ...) r+;_,> 
is a partition of m. 
Proof. The proof is exactly same as that of Theorem 1 of [3]. 0 
The conjugate of the partition mentioned in Theorem 2.5 will is denoted by 
MP(f). 
Corollary 2.6. Let f be a nonzero element of CG. Then MP (f ) is the least upper 
bound (with respect to majorization) of rf(&). 
Proof. By Theorem 2.4, (4 - 4,4. 4, . . , rf - <_, ) is the greatest lower 
bound (with respect to majorization) of 
{(rf - ri,rt - rf,. ,ri - yjm_,): 
Since MP(n) = E,, the result follows. 
3. Nonzero decomposable elements 
In [2] Dias da Silva restated a result of Garnas [8] as follows: 
Lemma 3.1. Let i E I(S,,,) and let ~1,. . . ,x, be nonzero vectors of V. Then 
Tix% # 0 if and only if p(xl, . ,x,,,) k 2’. 
Theorem 3.2. Let f be a nonzero element of CG and let ~1,. . . ,x, be nonzero 
vectors of V. Then there exists o E S,,, such that TfxF # 0 if and only ly there 
exists A E Jf(&) such that p(xl, . . ,x,) h 2’. 
Proof. Assume that there exists o E S, such that Tfxf # 0. Then by (*) there 
exists A. E Zf(&) and i, j E { 1~ , i(id)} such that Gxa # 0. Since 
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we have r,.$ # 0. Using Lemma 3.1, we conclude 
/‘(XI. .x,,,) = P(&(,)! . . .X&z,) ? ;-‘. 
Conversely assume that there exists A E Ii (S,,,) such that p(x, . x,,, ) k 2.‘. 
Then, by Lemma 3.1, T;.-u:: # 0. Since 
there exists k E { 1. . ! A(id)} suchthat~~x’#O.Leti. jE{l.....A(id)}such 
that c;, # 0 in (*). It follows from ($1 that 
Therefore there exists o E S,, such that Tfxi’ # 0. 0 
Theorem 3.3. Let f be a nonzero 
oectous qf’ V. Assume dim V 2 m. 
(1) ~(n, . , x,) >- MP(j) if 
T,x;i # 0; 
element of CG and Iet ~1. .x, he nonzero 
Then the follolving conditions are equicalent. 
und only if there esists czr E S,,, .st~ch thtrt 
(2) tlzere rxists 3. E Z’ (Sm) .such that i. = MP(f). 
Proof. (2) =+ ( 1). If there exists cr E S,, such that T,xi # 0. by the definition of I-I. 
d,(x,. . . >X,) 3 Vi + 1, i= l,....m. 
Consequently 
~(x,. . .x,,) k MP(j)‘. 
Conversely, if p(x,. . ,x,,) k MP(f)’ and i, E Zf(S,,l) such that i, = MP(,f). 
by Theorem 3.2, p(x,. ,x,,,) 2 i’ implies Trxn # 0 for some 0 E S,,,. 
(l)+(2). Without loss of generality, we may assume that dim V = m and 
{el...., e,}isabasisofV.Letthefunctiona:{l,.... m}+{l,... .m}satisfy 
M, = MP(f) where A4, denotes the partition of m obtained by reordering the 
m-tuple 
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Then P(e,(l), . . . , e,(,)) = MJ (see Example of [9]). Take Xi = e,(,), i = 1,. . . , m. 
Then, by hypothesis, p(xi, ,x,) = MPCf)’ implies Tfxf # 0 for some 
o E S,. Thus, by Theorem 3.2, there exists 1. E Zf(&) such that 
MP(J)’ = p(xi, . . ,x,) 2 2 
or equivalently A ? MPV). Using Corollary 2.6, we conclude MPCf) 5 2. 
Therefore ib = MPCf). 
4. Dual indices 
Let xl , . . ,x, be a family of vectors of V and 1 6 i < m. The i-depth of 
Xi>..., x, is zero if there are no linearly independent subfamilies of xI , . . . , x, 
of cardinality i, otherwise the i-depth of xI , . . . ,x, is the greatest positive inte- 
ger k such that there exist pairwise disjoint, linear independent subfamilies 
Ai:..., Ak of Xi > . . ,x, satisfying 
(11 (Al) = ” = (kl) 2 (Ac), 
(2) \Akl = i. 
Denote the i-depth of xl,. . . ,x, by ti(xl,. . . ,x,). It is proved in [lO] that if 
Xi:... ,x, is a family of nonzero vectors of V, then 
(t1 (Xl, . . .,x,),...,tm(xl,...,x,)) = P(XI,...,&)‘. 
It follows that (t, (xi , . . . !x,), . , tm(xl, . . . ,x,)) is a partition of m. 
Let 1 < k < m. The smallest integer sk, 0 < sk < m such that for every family 
xI, ,x, of vectors of V, Tfx’% = 0 whenever 
t,(x,> . . . . x,)+“‘+tk(xi ,..., x,) >sk 
is called the k-dual index of V,(G) and denoted by sk ( V,(G)) 
The concept of k-dual index of I+(G) is first introduced by Dias da Silva and 
Fonseca [9]. Let A E Z(G). It is proved in [9] that if dim V > m, then ~(fi(G)) is 
the maximum of {x, + . + xk: 1 = (x,! . , x,) E Z;,(&)}. It follows that if V 
and W are unitary spaces such that dim V 3 m and dim W 2 m then, for 
k E (0:. . , m}, 
Q(&(G)) = Q(f%(G)). 
This index is called the k-dual index of A and denoted by sf. The m-tuple of in- 
tegers 
(s;,s;-s] ).“, s;-s;_,) 
is denoted by DP(A). It is proved that if DP(A) is a partition of m, then 
DP(A) = MP(A) [9]. In particular, if ;1 E Z(&), then DP(A) = A [9]. 
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The following theorems are counterparts of Theorems 2.1, 2.3 and 2.4. Be- 
cause the proofs are exactly parallel, we omit the details. 
Theorem4.1.LetJ’, gE~G,kE{l,....m}~lndaE@~t~it~~a#0. Th~ 
SA(V/+~(G)) 6 max{sdF(G)), .a(Q(G))). 
.yi(J%(G)) = sk(Vf(G)), 
&~A(V~G)) 6 min{sk(F(G)), SJ&(G))}. 
Theorem 4.2. Lrt A E I(G), i. ,j E { 1.. , n(id)} and k E { 1.. 3 m}. Thcn 
Q(K(G)) = s#$‘(G)). 
Theorem 4.3. Let J’be a nonzero elemrn t of CG clnrl let k E { 1, . m}. Thrn 
si(Vf(G)) = max{Sk(K,(G)): i t I’(G)} 
= max{sk(&(S,)): z EI’(&)). 
From Theorem 4.3, we know that the k-dual index of Vf(G) does not depend 
on vector space V provided dim V 3 m. 
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